Honey Calcite

**Hardness:** 2.5 - 3

**Gemological Properties:** It composes of CaCO₃ Calcium Carbonate. These Amber Calcite Crystals, also known as Honey Calcite, are naturally formed in points, and can focus and transfer energy in a similar manner. The size and shape of these Amber Calcite Crystals make them perfect for body layouts, and can be positioned to either pull positive vibrations into an area or push negative ones away. These Amber Calcite Crystal Points are also great for manifestation grids.

**Meta-Physical Properties:**
- Amber Calcite gently amplifies energy and psychic abilities via the Third-Eye and Crown Chakras. This process can help one to release feelings of deprivation, and connect with the Divine perfection inherent in the Universe. By connecting these chakras through the Solar-Plexus and down to the Root Chakra, Honey Calcite can pull down Divine and Angelic energies through the body, helping one to relax into life and create a state of allowing.
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